Deep learning models have outperformed some of the previous state-of-the-art approaches in medical image analysis. Instead of using hand-engineered features, deep models attempt to automatically extract hierarchical representations at multiple levels of abstraction from the data. Therefore, deep models are usually considered to be more flexible and robust solutions for image analysis problems compared to conventional computer vision models. They have demonstrated significant improvements in computer-aided diagnosis and automatic medical image analysis applied to such tasks as image segmentation, classification and registration. However, deploying deep learning models often has a steep learning curve and requires detailed knowledge of various software packages. Thus, many deep models have not been integrated into the clinical research workflows causing a gap between the state-of-the-art machine learning in medical applications and evaluation in clinical research procedures. In this paper, we propose "DeepInfer" -an open-source toolkit for developing and deploying deep learning models within the 3D Slicer medical image analysis platform. Utilizing a repository of task-specific models, DeepInfer allows clinical researchers and biomedical engineers to deploy a trained model selected from the public registry, and apply it to new data without the need for software development or configuration. As two practical use cases, we demonstrate the application of DeepInfer in prostate segmentation for targeted MRI-guided biopsy and identification of the target plane in 3D ultrasound for spinal injections.
INTRODUCTION
Medical image analysis is a crucial step in image-guided therapy (IGT) that can assist with detection and localization of the desired target tissue and may lead to improved treatment outcomes. Therefore, the majority of IGT procedures require quick, accurate and reliable image analysis methods prior to, or during the procedure. Over the past few years, deep neural networks have shown great success in medical image processing, and numerous deep models have been proposed for different tasks, such as segmentation, [1] [2] [3] classification and detection, 4-6 scoring 7 and registration. 8 Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have outperformed the previous state-of-the-art approaches in tackling medical imaging challenges. For instance, Ronneberger et al. 9 proposed a deep convolutional network for biomedical image segmentation which was ranked first in the ISBI challenge for segmentation of neural structures in electron microscopic stacks as well as the cell tracking challenge in 2015. However, despite recent advances in developing highly accurate deep models, deploying these technologies in clinical practice needs integration of many software packages and components into the existing platforms, which are designed for visualization and computerized image analysis, such as 3D Slicer * . 10 This procedure often requires technical software knowledge and a detailed understanding of the functionality of each of the libraries. As a result, many current deep learning models have not been incorporated in IGT workflows and there is a gap between the cutting edge technology and medically trained researchers who are limited by the tools that are already available in image analysis software. Therefore, there is a need for a solution which can seamlessly integrate deep learning technology into the existing medical image analysis platforms. In this paper, we propose a flexible open-source toolkit, called "DeepInfer"
† , which can deploy multi-platform trained deep learning models and integrates them into 3D Slicer. DeepInfer allows machine learning experts to package, ship, and deploy their models, thereby additionally allowing clinical researchers and biomedical engineers to use task-specific deep models, without the need for further software development and configuration. Integration with 3D Slicer enables the user to leverage its powerful and versatile visualization and analysis capabilities, and makes it possible to combine conventional image analysis tools with the deep learning approaches.
METHODS
In this section we describe the architecture of our proposed toolkit. We then discuss the components of the system, followed by the prediction pipeline. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the DeepInfer toolkit, which has three components: the Docker ‡11 engine, the DeepInfer 3D Slicer extension, and the cloud model registry. The Docker engine consists of local Docker containers that include the deployed models, as well as all of the required deep learning frameworks, which process incoming data and produce respective results. The Docker images can benefit from the power of Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) if they are available on the local machine. It is also possible to use only CPU for tasks which do not have extensive computing requirements. Using a highly parallel computing architecture, GPUs considerably increase the processing performance, consequently decreasing computation time, which can be significant in an IGT setting. The DeepInfer module is implemented as a 3D Slicer software extension which is responsible for communicating with the Docker engine and cloud model registry. It also provides a GUI for the selection of input and output nodes, as well as for visualization, in the data processing pipeline. Data streaming between the Docker engine and the GUI is achieved by sharing a local folder with the specific Docker image. Both 3D Slicer software and the DeepInfer extension are publicly available under non-restrictive BSD-style license.
Architecture

System Components
Docker Engine
We used the Docker ecosystem 11 for deployment of the trained models. Docker is a containerization platform, which can be used to deploy software that will run the same on any system, regardless of its environment. Docker wraps software into standardized units, which encapsulate all the dependency tools and libraries. These units are called "images", which are built into immutable files. Once running, they are called "containers". Docker Hub § serves as a public repository of Docker images, which can, but do not have to be open-source.
In DeepInfer, a Docker container with the specific machine learning model communicates with the 3D Slicer extension through system commands and shared working folders. The dependencies and frameworks of the specific models that will be deployed are included in the Docker image. Since the Docker image is generated from generic Linux images, it is possible to install any of the available machine learning systems, such as Caffe, The task-specific models are stored as images on the Docker Hub repository, with their meta-data stored as JSON files on the GitHub model registry. The Slicer module communicates with the model registry to display the available models to the user. The user can select a model for download and deployment. The Docker engine can download the image containing the trained model and run it as a container on the local machine. Once chosen, the Slicer GUI is updated according to the specific model specifications within the JSON model registry file. Additionally, the Docker run command for the container is created. The container reads the input data, processes the data, and writes back the results on the shared disk. Finally, the Slicer display is updated with the inference results.
Cloud Components
The trained models are stored as Docker images in the Docker Hub, as well as in the form of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) description files on the GitHub model registry. Users can browse through different available models on the Slicer DeepInfer module and download the models from cloud. Meta-information about the models is described in a standard JSON file that contains the description, version, training and validation accuracies and the license of the model. The JSON meta-data file also provides the summary and types of inputs and outputs for generation of the user interface and the processing command-line. For example, some models will output segmentation maps, while others might output classification results. The core of each model is the model-specific architecture and the learned weights for the deep neural network parameters, which are deployed and shipped through the Docker images.
Slicer Extension
The user interface is implemented as a 3D Slicer extension, which is developed as a scripted python module with a custom user interface to perform the following: connect to the model registry; download a requested model; generate the Qt GUI based on local model specifications; send data for processing; and receive respective results from the deployed model. It also provides a visualization pipeline for the results. The module can be downloaded and installed directly from 3D Slicer Extensions Manager.
Usage Pipeline
To use DeepInfer, a user must install Docker and 3D Slicer onto their machine, adding the DeepInfer extension to 3D Slicer from the 3D Slicer Extensions Manager. The module connects to the GitHub model registry and receives a list of available models on the cloud along with their descriptions through the GitHub representational state transfer (REST) application program interface (API). The GUI presents the available model descriptions to the user. If the model is not available on the local machine, the user can select the desired model for the particular application and download the Docker image from the Docker Hub to the local machine. To run a specific algorithm on data, the user selects a model from the available containers on the local machine. Once selected, the corresponding JSON meta-data file is parsed to create the required GUI components, such as modelspecific input-parameter fields. Imaging and non-imaging data are written to a folder on the local machine that is shared between Docker and 3D Slicer. A Docker command is executed to load the model with its respective parameters, which can then communicate to DeepInfer and process input data. The output results is written back to the shared folder, where the DeepInfer extension will read the results and present them to Slicer for visualization.
RESULTS
Various IGT applications can benefit from the proposed toolkit. In this section we describe the initial use cases of DeepInfer toolkit in supporting interventional IGT procedures.
Prostate Segmentation in Targeted MRI-Guided Biopsy
There is growing evidence demonstrating superiority of MRI-guided targeted biopsy over the standard of care sextant approaches driven purely by ultrasound. Over the past years, we have been developing an approach to targeted biopsy where the patient is located inside the MRI scanner bore throughout the procedure, and the targeted samples are collected using the transperineal approach. 15 This approach relies on deformable image registration for re-identification of the targets defined on the planning scans during the procedure. 16, 17 In this setting, robust automatic segmentation of the prostate gland can shorten the manual interaction time, and can contribute to the overall reduction of the procedure time.
We used the contours of the prostate collected during MR-guided prostate biopsy procedures to train a deep neural network based on a customized variant of the U-Net architecture. 9 The network was trained on N = 224 patients on a total number of 26250 2D slices of prostate images and achieved 76.25% accuracy on N = 57 validation patients (2184 2D slices). The model was deployed using our presented deployment toolkit and was successfully tested to perform an end-to-end prostate segmentation task. The server was equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti (6GB on-board memory). Figure 2 shows the client side visualization GUI and the results of processing.
3D Ultrasound Spine Plane Classification
Spinal injections, including facet joint injection and epidural needle placement, are typically performed as a common treatment of low back pain and local anesthesia. Currently, spinal injections are guided based on either fluoroscopy and Computed Tomography (CT) or manually via palpation and loss-of-resistance technique which is a blind procedure for epidural injections. Due to the significant drawbacks of CT and flouroscopy such as exposure to the ionizing radiation, their application is prohibited on pregnant patients for epidural anaesthesia during delivery. Moreover, the loss-of-resistance technique for epidural needle placement has a failure rate within 6-20%.
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Ultrasound, as a non-ionizing imaging modality, has been investigated for real-time visualization of the spinal anatomy prior to or during injection therapy. [19] [20] [21] [22] However, because of the complex spinal anatomy and their similar wave-like patterns (see Figure 3) , a key challenge in using ultrasound for needle guidance is interpreting the ultrasound images and accurately identifying the target plane. Therefore, a system which automatically provides the anesthesiologist with feedback for identification of the target plane would be beneficial. Previously, we developed a system for automatic ultrasound plane classification for spinal injections namely, epidural and facet joint injections. 23 The system was trained on 1090 planes of 3D ultrasound volumes which were collected from 13 volunteers. Annotations of an expert sonographer was used for training to learn the signatures of the anatomical landmarks of the target planes. The model classification accuracy was 94% and 90% of the epidural and facet joint target images, respectively in leave-one-out cross validation. We deployed the model in the proposed toolkit to perform plane classification for epidural injections. Figure 4 shows the Slicer user interface to visualize the classification results.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an open-source toolkit called "DeepInfer" for deploying deep models for image-guided therapy applications in 3D Slicer. The toolkit consists of a 3D Slicer extension module as user interface and a Docker engine for deployment of the trained models and a cloud system for storing different models. DeepInfer enables clinical and biomedical researchers to utilize task-specific, trained models, without the need for further software configuration, thus bridging the gap between current state-of-the-art machine learning methods for biomedical image analysis and medical researchers. Moreover, the flexible architecture of DeepInfer allows the user to deploy a wide range of trained machine learning models.
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